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Motivation

Overall objectives

Development of optimised measurement concepts:
“Design of Experiment”applied to geotechnics in particular

Identify optimal set-up including:
time, position, measurement accuracy, amount of sensors, type of measurement
device

Application of the bootstrap method for DoE
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Concept “Design of Experiment”

Concept

How to design an “Experiment”(Monitoring), to gain
the most reliable measurements for an inverse analysis?

Objective: identify model parameters θ, using inverse
analysis: θ = f −1(ỹ)

The more precise θ is identified, the smaller the
discrepancy between model response y and
measurements ỹ

Problem: inverse analysis θ = f −1(ỹ) is being falsified
by:

Model uncertainty
Measurement errors
Inhomogeneity of subsoil

=⇒ Parameter are identified, but affected with
errors(variance, COV)

Model/system response is depending on soil parameters
and “experiment”/monitoring:
y = f (θ,X)

Which X allows f −1(ỹ), in a way that COV (θ) = min ?

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Experiment n

Concept of DoE-process for a two-dimensional
parameters space (Schenkendorf et al., 2009)
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“Bootstrap”-Approach

Concept

Initially developed as resampling
method to augment the information
content of a given statistical sample
(Efron, 1979)

How to increase the accuracy
without additional data?

Create new populations from
existing data with same distribution

Identify statistics as means of large
number of samples
=⇒ Increase accuracy without
increase of database

We will see examples of much more complicated summaries in later
chapters. One advantage of using a good experimental design is a
simplification of its results. What strikes the eye here is the lower
rate of heart attacks in the aspirin group. The ratio of the two

rates is

computer-based methods, involve explanations of traditional ideas
in statistical inference. The basic ideas of statistics haven't changed,
but their implementation has. The modern computer lets us ap
ply these ideas flexibly, quickly, easily, and with a minimum of
mathematical assumptions. Our primary purpose in the book is to
explain when and why bootstrap methods work, and how they can
be applied in a wide variety of real data-analytic situations.

All three basic statistical concepts, data collection, summary and
inference, are illustrated in the New York Times excerpt of Figure
1.1. A study was done to see if small aspirin doses would prevent
heart attacks in healthy middle-aged men. The data for-the as
pirin study were collected in a particularly efficient way: by a con
trolled, randomized, double-blind study. One half of the subjects
received aspirin and the other half received a control substance, or
placebo, with no active ingredients. The subjects were randomly
assigned to the aspirin or placebo groups. Both the subjects and the
supervising physicians were blinded to the assignments, with the
statisticians keeping a secret code of who received which substance.
Scientists, like everyone else, want the project they are working on
to succeed. The elaborate precautions of a controlled, randomized,
blinded experiment guard against seeing benefits that don't exist,
while maximizing the chance of detecting a genuine positive effect.

The summary statistics in the newspaper article are very simple:

3

HEART ATTACK RISK
FOUND TO BE CUT
BY TAKING ASPIRIN

LIFESAVING EFFECTS SEEN

Study Finds Benefit of Tablet
Every Dther. Day Is Much
Greater Than Expected

ByHAROLD M. SCHMECK Jr.
A major nationwide study shows that

a single aspirin tablet every-other day
can sharply reduce a man I s risk of
heart attack and death from heart at
tack.

The lifesaving effects were so dra
matic that the study was halted in mid
December so that the results could be
reponed as soon as possible to the par
ticipants and to the medical profession
in general.

The magnitude of the beneficial et
feet was far greater than expected, Dr.
Charles H. Hennekens of Harvard,
priDdpal investigator in the research,
said in a telephone interview. The risk
of myocardial infarction, the technical
name for heart attack, was cut almost
in half.

'Extreme Beneficial Effect'
A special report said the results

showed ua statistically extreme benefi
cial effect" from the use of aspirin. The
report is to be published Thursday in
The New England Journal of Medicine.

In recent years smaller studies have
demonstrated that a person who has
had one heart attack can reduce the
risk of a second by taking aspirin, but
there had been no proof that the benefi
cial effect would extend to the general
male population.

Dr. Claude Lentant, the director of
the National Heart Lung and Blood In
stitute, said the findings were "ex
tremely imponant," but he said the
general public should not take the re
port as an indication that everyone
should start taking aspirin .

Figure 1.1. Front-page news from the New York Times of January 27,
1987. Reproduced by permission of the New York Times.

INTRODUCTION

(1.1)

INTRODUCTION

11037
11034

subjectsheart attacks
(fatal plus non-fatal)

104
189

aspirin group:
placebo group:

(j ~ 104/11037 ~ .55.
189/11034

If this study can be believed, and its solid design makes it very
believable, the aspirin-takers only have 55% as many heart attacks
as placebo-takers.

Of course we are not really interested in (j, the estimated ratio.
What we would like to know is (), the true ratio , that is the ratio

2

New York Times, 27.01.1987

Subjects heart heart

attacks strokes

Aspirin group 11037 104 119

Placebo group 11034 189 98
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“Bootstrap”-Approach

Concept

Initially developed as resampling
method to augment the information
content of a given statistical sample
(Efron, 1979)

How to increase the accuracy
without additional data?

Create new populations from
existing data with same distribution

Identify statistics as means of large
number of samples
=⇒ Increase accuracy without
increase of database

Subjects heart heart

attacks strokes

Aspirin group 11037 104 119

Placebo group 11034 189 98

Evaluation heart attacks:
Estimate value
104/11037
189/11034

= 0.55 = µ̂ 6= µ
0.95 confidence interval:
0.43 < µ̂ < 0.70

Evaluation heart strokes:
Estimate value
119/11037
98/11034

= 1.21 = µ̂ 6= µ
0.95 confidence interval:
0.93 < µ̂ < 1.59

After drawing of 1000 samples with
replacement from initial population:

119 “ones”, 10918 “zeros”
98 “ones”, 10936 “zeros”

Confidence interval based on new
data: 1.04 < µ̂ < 1.38
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Inroducing the reference experiment

Procedure

Soft clay sample undergoes stepwise
loading

Limited drainage possibilities provoke long
time consolidation behaviour

Extensive measurement set-up allows
parameter identification

GSA allows identification of relevant
parameters

Back pressure

Drainage

Loading plate

Displacement

Porewater
 pressure

Pressure
 transducers

Drain Board

Acrylic board

Rubber membrane

Loading piston
Rubber packing

Displacement transducter

Axial loading
Water supply 
and drainage

Air pressure

experimental setup
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Optimised parameters, assuming closed boundaries
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Employment of Bootstrap method:

“Using sampling from the sample to model sampling from the population”

Initial situation

Numerical model
with“known”parameters:
From GSA, λ and k are of interest

Primary design definition:
Three sensors for pore water pressure
and for three displacements

General specification of possible
measurement positions:
20 possible positions assumed⇒ (20

3

)2
= 1, 299, 600 combinations

Known distribution type and variance
of measurement devices:
Gaussian white noise, COV = 20%

Back pressure

Drainage

Loading plate

Displacement

Porewater
 pressure

Pressure
 transducers

Drain Board

Acrylic board

Rubber membrane

Loading piston
Rubber packing

Displacement transducter

Axial loading
Water supply 
and drainage

Air pressure

Initial experimental setup

1
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Distribution of possible measurement points
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Application on current subject

Proceeding

1 20 Positions Pj (X ,Y ) are chosen as
possible locations for the three sensors

2 Metamodel g creates output values U(uy ,
uw ) out of input parameters θ(k, λ)

3 100 new random samples within the former
ranges of U (inappropriate, “wrong ”,
noisy)

4 PI is performed on each samples for
different positions:

θi = g−1(Ui ,Pj ) =⇒ θ =

i=0∑
N

θi

5 Covariance matrix of the identified
parameters is calculated:

Cθ =
1

N − 1

i=0∑
N

(θi − θ) · (θi − θ)
T
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Results of numerical simulation and artificial noisy values
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Evaluation I

Identification of Sensor positions:

Cθ is identified for each possible
combination of Pj

To quantify the quality of the results, an
optimality criterion is applied on each Cθ:
A-optimal design ΦA(Cθ) = tr(Cθ)
D-optimal design ΦD (Cθ) = det(Cθ)

The smaller the criterion is, the more
optimal the considered combination

The most informative sensor locations for
settlements are suggested below the
loading plate

It is recommended to measure pore water
pressures in the midfield of the device

A-optimality D-optimality
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Suggested measurement points for Φ(Cθ) = min
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Evaluation II

How many sensors should be used?

Variation of the number of sensors, from
[0, 0] to [3, 3]

Identification of optimal positions in each
case

Normalised cost function Φ(Cθ) allows
comparison of different set-ups

A-optimality D-optimality
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Reducing the computational effort

Approach

Computational costs are bottleneck of each
statistical application

Iterative exploration of design space
(inspired by subset simulation)

Procedure

Randomly run 400 samples

Accuracy estimation: fr =
cf ,Best−cf ,Opt

cf ,Worst−cf ,Opt

Best set-up is selected, new search area
defined in near field, two further iterations

After third iteration, all identified positions
from earlier steps are considered

In the final confined area, all set-ups are
tested

1900 instead of 1.2 M combinations tested

Absolut optimum Current optimum

1
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Best set-up of random sampling fr = 0.1513

Absolut optimum Current optimum
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Reduced area to consider settlements
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Approach
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Best set-up after second random sampling fr = 0.1401
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Reducing the computational effort

Approach

Computational costs are bottleneck of each
statistical application

Iterative exploration of design space
(inspired by subset simulation)

Procedure

Randomly run 400 samples

Accuracy estimation: fr =
cf ,Best−cf ,Opt

cf ,Worst−cf ,Opt

Best set-up is selected, new search area
defined in near field, two further iterations

After third iteration, all identified positions
from earlier steps are considered

In the final confined area, all set-ups are
tested

1900 instead of 1.2 M combinations tested

Area for final optimisation run

Absolut optimum Current optimum
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Finally identified set-up fr = 0.0145
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Outlook

Conclusion

Approach to reduce uncertainties in geotechnical investigation by creating a
rational measurement design

Application to a well documented experiment

Considerable reduction of computational effort

Next steps

Further consideration of measurement uncertainties (higher order uncertainty)

Application of Sequential Bayesian DoE or Bayesian learning for DoE

Application to 3D-Tunneling problems ⇒ time dependency

Further improvement and validation of statistical methods to reduce
computational efforts
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Thank you for your attention!

Raoul Hölter
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Ruhr-Universität Bochum (Germany)
Raoul.Hoelter@rub.de
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